Seamless view synthesis through texture optimization.
In this paper, we present a novel view synthesis method named Visto, which uses a reference input view to generate synthesized views in nearby viewpoints. We formulate the problem as a joint optimization of inter-view texture and depth map similarity, a framework that is significantly different from other traditional approaches. As such, Visto tends to implicitly inherit the image characteristics from the reference view without the explicit use of image priors or texture modeling. Visto assumes that each patch is available in both the synthesized and reference views and thus can be applied to the common area between the two views but not the out-of-region area at the border of the synthesized view. Visto uses a Gauss–Seidel-like iterative approach to minimize the energy function. Simulation results suggest that Visto can generate seamless virtual views and outperform other state-of-the-art methods.